
A PEOPLES HISTORY OF THE US

A People's History of the United States is a non-fiction book by American historian and political scientist Howard Zinn. In
the book, Zinn presented what he .

Less dramatic but more typical livesâ€”people struggling to survive with dignity in difficult
circumstancesâ€”receive little attention. First, the book is worth a mistake or two because it really deserves the
widest audience possible. That's what we've got here, Since the 70s it's been "fashionable" to try and "debunk"
American values and heroes. You should go and get it and ones for your friends and family. The activity was
so interactive that teachers from other classrooms had to ask us to quiet down. The way in which Howard Zinn
makes history compelling for students is undeniable and a resource that I have decided I â€” and my students
â€” cannot be without. Lewis' Great Divorce there's a high churchman of the Church of England who's going
on about how brave he was to take a secular stand and renouncing "t Update: I took this out of the library to
attempt a reread His stick-figure pageant of capitalist cupidity can account, in its fashion, for terrorismâ€”as
when, in the second volume, subtitled "Class Struggle to the War on Terror," he notes that Sept. He missed a
chance to explain how the social movements of the s and s have transformed the writing and teaching of
history, how his People's History did not spring out of thin air but was an effort to synthesize a widely shared
shift in historical sensibilities. Last week we did The People vs. Chapter 3, "Persons of Mean and Vile
Condition" describes Bacon's Rebellion , the economic conditions of the poor in the colonies, and opposition
to their poverty. To hear Zinn tell it, all anyone did in America at any time was to oppress or be oppressed;
and so he obscures as much as his hated mainstream historical foes do--only in Zinn's case there is that absurd
presumption that virtually everything that came to pass was the work of ruling-class planning: this amounts to
one great indictment for conspiracy. Such stories are more often recounted in textbooks today; they were not
at the time. And a similar trend held with conscientious objectors. Listening to Zinn, one would have thought
historians still considered Samuel Eliot Morison 's book on Columbus to be definitive. Blacks, Indians,
women, and laborers appear either as rebels or as victims. The Teller Amendment is discussed. Please Enjoy! I
became a history teacher to help students make history a living part of their lives and the textbook seemed to
have the opposite effect. Zinn has no doubts about where he stands in this "people's history": "it is a history
disrespectful of governments and respectful of people's movements of resistance. So please just think and
consider what you believe. As Sarver observes, "Voices is a vast anthology that tells heartbreaking and
uplifting stories of American history. And now here. At this point, A People's History Of The United States is
available in regular form, read aloud on audio, on posters, in a teaching edition, and as just the twentieth
century chapters we have all but the posters. Columbus, et al. Zinn notes that " Charles Beard warned us that
governments - including the government of the United States - are not neutral Who decides which history is
learned? Many are far more likely to try and shout down any opposing thoughts rather than think about them.
Second, we are sure that once you new people begin reading it, you'll go out and get a physical copy. The
"person" he's talking to who was with him at that time calls him on it and says you were never in danger of
being renounced. Writer Aaron Sarver notes that although Kazin "savaged" Zinn's A People's History of the
United States, "one of the few concessions Kazin made was his approval of Zinn punctuating 'his narrative
with hundreds of quotes from slaves and Populists , anonymous wage-earners and I won't debate for example
Christopher Columbus' motives here Answering that same comments over and over is getting silly. Zinn
argues that there will eventually be a movement made up not only of groups previously involved in radical
change such as labor organizers, black radicals, Native Americans, feminists , but also members of the middle
class who are starting to become discontented with the state of the nation. Zinn argues that the United States
entered the war in order to expand its foreign markets and economic influence. Zinn portrays the wars as racist
and imperialist and opposed by large segments of the American people. Add the laborers and indentured
servants that followed, plus women and later immigrants, and you have Zinn's amorphous constituency. My
hero is not Theodore Roosevelt , who loved war and congratulated a general after a massacre of Filipino
villagers at the turn of the century, but Mark Twain , who denounced the massacre and satirized imperialism.
Zinn writes of the methods by which he says racism was created artificially in order to enforce the economic
system. As for the "new possibilities" it points to, I can't see them clearly.


